First we started with a Brian Short KC0BS warm-up question followed by a UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) discussion …
Brian Short, KCØBS, calling the meeting to order.

Close-up of UAV Neil Dunham II brought to the ARES/SATERN Meeting at Olathe, KS.
Neil Dunham II (KEØAOD) showing his UAV to Sandy Freeman (W6JAX) and Terry Freeman (KDØCTE). Neil Dunham (KA8MMI) is seen in the background.

Neil Dunham II is shown showing his UAV to the group. In the background on the screen is a picture of Neil’s father’s home and tower taken from the air using the UAV. (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)
Then on to the gym for a UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) demonstration…

The Salvation Army Olathe Gym was the site of ARES/SATERN members marveling at the amazement of a UAV Flight. (Can you see the drone?)

A young boy’s fascination matches that of grown men as the UAV soars.
Neil Dunham KA8MMI joined Brian Short KC0BS with his UAV. (Needless to say, no one left the demo.)
Those attending the meeting were able to witness a UAV flight in the Olathe Corps gymnasium. They were then shown the video from that flight in the meeting room.

**The meeting was not over yet!**

**Triangulations to Determine Distance chat in preparation of the Night Time Drill at Prairie Center, March 14th @ 1900 hours.**

*Herb Fiddick NZ0F presented Triangulation to Determine Distance in preparation of a live night-time drill.*
The components of the exercise joined with our HTs will make for an exciting night-time event at the Prairie Center no less!

Herb demonstrates the antenna also useable in a Fox Hunt.
Come join us at the Prairie Center, but come early (any time after 1800 hours)! Amateur radio, a night-time search, Full moon (maybe), technology, and most of all good clean fun in the outdoors with fellow hams! And that’s what will make for an evening to remember.
Search & Rescue Drill, March 14th, a final reminder…

Jim Andera, KØNK, addressing the group of more than 40 about the upcoming Search and Rescue Drill.

The Salvation Army EDS & SATERN Southern Territory Website…

See for the latest in news. Courtesy of Bill.Feist@uss.salvationarmy.org and http://Disaster.SalvationArmyUSA.org/

Another interesting site that includes our SATERN Newsletter…
http://ksarrl.org and http://ksarrl.org/kar